
Our company is hiring for a manager, data strategy. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, data strategy

Working with all levels of bank staff and management, identify data sources
and platform requirements and oversee the design, development and timely
implementation of platforms and enhancements that meet business
objectives
Analyzing entire suite of GCP US data (Charge Volume, Losses, Signings, etc)
to deliver key insights and tools
Conceptualizing, Building, and maintaining metrics and tools to aid Sales and
Field Organizations to grow their portfolios and elevate the Customer
experience
Liaising with regions and other business units to understand, share and
implement best practices
Participate in client interactions
Work with the EDS/technology teams to prioritize and remediate data quality
issues
Implement data solutions for campaign readiness/execution and product
planning
Work cross-functionally to identify and remediate data quality issues that
impact campaign effectiveness and reporting reliability
Define and implement data quality metrics and standards for foundational go
to market data (account profiles, contact profiles, campaign interactions)
Maintain and enhance data infrastructure to provide meaningful data to
support marketing organization to drive customer retention, new customer
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Qualifications for manager, data strategy

Conducts ad-hoc reporting and analysis as required supporting both the US
Payments operations needs those of the Business Management &
Governance team and the broader US Retail business group
Educates and builds awareness with business partners in the interpretation of
analysis and support business users in making decisions
Understands business partner needs, with a particular emphasis on the US
credit, debit, checking and other payments business line portfolios
Presents and communicates generated insights and recommended business
actions to stakeholders/ business leaders in an easily digestible manner
An understanding of various biomarker assay platforms (NGS, IHC, Flow
Cytometry, ) is highly desirable
Ability to transport themselves to work in local regional office daily, to attend
occasional events throughout the Metro Atlanta area


